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1. General 
1.1 These are the General Terms and Conditions (GTC) of DeepCloud AG, Abacus-Platz 1, 9300 Wittenbach, Switzerland 

(DeepCloud) for the use of the DeepBox account and the DeepBox services for persons and organisations in Switzerland.  
1.2 Consent to these GTC is given upon registration to the DeepBox account, furthermore, acknowledgement of the DeepCloud 

Privacy Policy is confirmed by clicking on the corresponding checkbox. For the use of certain DeepBox services used as part 
of an Abacus Business Software, your confirmation is required at the time of order. 

1.3 The Owner of the DeepBox account (Owner) hereby declares that they have read, understood, and accepted these General 
Terms and Conditions as well as DeepCloud's Privacy Policy. The contractual relationship with DeepCloud commences upon 
acceptance of these GTC, at the latest upon use of a DeepBox service, subject to the following provisions. 

1.4 These GTCs are available in a printable format. 
1.5 They are independent of any other provisions governing the use of software, applications or services of other providers when 

using DeepBox services. Such provisions may have to be observed additionally. 

2. Registration for a DeepBox account and login  
2.1 To open a DeepBox account, a successful registration is required. The link sent to the email address provided must be used 

for this purpose. Registration opens a DeepBox account for the Owner, which offers certain functionalities. The registration 
form must be completed, indicating whether the DeepBox account is to be used privately or for a company, foundation or 
association (Organization). Before completing the registration process, a choice can be made between the two options. 

2.2 Depending on the choice, a "Private" DeepBox account will be opened for the Registrant as a contractual partner with 
DeepCloud or, if the necessary requirements are met, an "Organization" DeepBox account will be opened for the Organization 
as a contractual partner  

2.3 For a DeepBox account of an Organization, the authorization of the Registrant to enter into the contractual relationship for the 
Organization is required. If these GTCs are accepted in the option "DeepBox account for an organisation", it is assumed that 
this authorisation exists. If this is not the case, the corresponding checkbox must not be confirmed. The opening of a DeepBox 
account and the activation of a DeepBox service is done either by the Owner or their employee, trustee or distributor/contractor 
as an authorised representative on their behalf.  

2.4 When using certain DeepBox Services or extended functionalities of the DeepBox account, the unique identification of the 
Registrant and, if applicable, the verification of the Organization is required. For identification and verification purposes, the 
services of a third-party provider are integrated. The terms and conditions of the third-party provider apply. As part of these 
processes, relevant data on the registrants (such as email address, first and last name, password) and the organisation (such 
as email address, name, company, trade register entry, legal form, address) as well as the result of the identification and 
verification are transmitted between DeepCloud and the third-party provider.  

2.5 The identification and verification processes may take place within a reasonable period of time. If the relevant process is not 
successfully completed within this time period, the DeepBox account will be deleted.  

2.6 After registration, an access-protected login can be used to log in to the DeepBox account and use various DeepBox services. 
Two-factor authentication, possibly also from a third-party provider, can be activated for the login. The terms and conditions 
of the third party provider apply. 

3. Owners and Authorized Users  
3.1 The Owner is responsible for the use of the DeepBox account and the activation and use of the selected DeepBox services 

(applications). The activation of (fee-based) DeepBox services within the Abacus Business Software by a software user is 
the responsibility of the licensee of that Software. It is assumed that the Software user has the necessary authorisation from 
the Licensee to activate the DeepBox service and enter into the contractual relationship with DeepCloud. If this is not the 
case, the corresponding checkbox and the order button must not be confirmed. 

3.2 The Owner can grantother users (as authorised users) access to the DeepBox account and thus to the DeepBox services via 
the central user administration. After being registered as a user, they receive a login link, whereupon they can register and 
then log in via a secure login procedure.  

3.3 Depending on the user group, they are equipped with different rights. The Owner can restrict or withdraw the access and 
rights of their authorized users. In addition, certain DeepBox services have further access rights to content shared via a link. 

3.4 The Owner and their users can enter, change, and delete data in their admin area. They are obliged to provide correct and 
current information and to update any changes immediately. DeepCloud reserves the right to request proof of the accuracy 
of this information or to carry out verifications itself. The duty to inform concerns in particular the following circumstances: all 
changes of name, company, contact details in relation to the person/s or organisation; in the case of legal communities: Entry 
or exit of persons, change of the legal form, the beneficial owners, as well as the representatives; any other factual or legal 
circumstances that could have a significant influence on the user relationship with DeepCloud. 

4. DeepBox account and DeepBox services 
4.1 In the DeepBox account, all available DeepBox services can be managed (activate, change, deactivate subscriptions), new 

users can be registered, roles and rights can be assigned, and other functionalities can be used.  
4.2 Subscriptions can be taken out for DeepBox services which are automatically renewed monthly if they are not cancelled. The 

prerequisite is that the Owner maintains correct and up-to-date address data and payment information in the DeepBox ac-
count. 

4.3 The Owner is entitled to use the DeepBox account and the DeepBox free of charge within a certain scope of use; any further 
use and the other DeepBox services are subject to a charge.  
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5. The individual DeepBox services  
5.1 Different DeepBox services are available to the Owner. Basically, these are web-based software and apps (Apps) each with 

different functionalities, focusing on the storage, organisation and sharing of data and documents or on the optimisation of 
internal organisational communication, processes, and accounting with the possibility of integrating employees as well as 
other third parties, using interfaces to different payment providers and the efficient analysis and use of the DeepBox account 
Owner's information. 

5.2 The scope of use of the DeepBox services consists of the transfer of use of the software required for this purpose, within the 
scope of the rights of use granted herein, via the Internet including the storage of data within the scope of hosting in accord-
ance with DeepCloud's current prices. They can be used both directly via the DeepBox account and via interfaces within the 
framework of other applications, software, or Apps. The available DeepBox services are described on the DeepCloud websites 
and are visible in the DeepBox account.  

6. Usage  
6.1 The detailed and relevant functions of the DeepBox account and the DeepBox services, their scope of use and the current 

prices (in CHF) for their use are available on the DeepBox.swiss website, in the DeepBox account and for the relevant Deep-
Box service. The Owner is aware of the respective functionalities and recognises them as proper, appropriate and suitable for 
use in accordance with the contract.  

6.2 Within a certain scope of use, some applications are available to the Owner free of charge. In addition, monthly and variable 
fees may apply, and additional costs may be incurred if third-party services are used (subject to the terms and conditions of 
their contracts). If a fee-based service is activated, the obligation to pay the prices stated therein arises. 

6.3 DeepCloud provides the necessary infrastructure (hardware and software) for the DeepBox account and for the DeepBox 
services used. These will be provided “as is.” Depending on the scope of use, the necessary storage space for the content is 
provided for use in accordance with the contract. 

6.4 There is no entitlement to continuous updates or functional enhancements of the DeepBox account or the DeepBox services. 
However, DeepCloud is always striving to improve and develop them further. DeepCloud may offer new DeepBox services, 
add new functionalities to existing DeepBox services or change or remove existing ones at any time without giving reasons. 
This does not give rise to any claims by or rights of the Owner or their users.  

6.5 The DeepBox account and all DeepBox services will be operated and made available in the same release for all Owners and 
users and will be rolled out to all Owners and users at the same time.  

6.6 The Owner may only use the DeepBox account and the DeepBox services within the framework of the selected scope of use 
and the described purposes themselves and with users authorized by them. During the contractual relationship, the functions 
may be used by means of telecommunications (Internet) via a browser or by means of compatible applications and mobile 
apps. 

6.7 It is the Owner's responsibility to clarify whether the DeepBox account and DeepBox service meets their requirements. 
DeepCloud does not warrant that the DeepBox account or any DeepBox service will meet these requirements.  

7. Additional Services 
7.1 The scope of use of the DeepBox account and the DeepBox services does not include additional services such as the devel-

opment of individual solutions or adaptations of the DeepBox account or the DeepBox services, the setting up of special 
DeepBoxes, the integration of additional software and the use of further interfaces or applications for additional services such 
as those of banks, credit institutions, payment providers, payment service providers or software providers (third-party pro-
viders). 

7.2 Such services can only be used within the framework of the DeepBox account and the DeepBox services - either for a fee or 
free of charge, depending on the service - after the relevant requirements have been met. Separate contractual and data 
protection provisions of the respective third-party providers apply here, which must be accepted when using them. The re-
spective third-party provider is responsible for the provision of the additional services within the scope of its contractual pro-
visions. 

7.3 When using deeppay, third-party services (such as payment initiation and account information services) are possible. 
DeepCloud merely provides the interface to these third-party providers for a data exchange so that the executed transactions 
can be displayed or triggered. For the execution of the transactions, an exchange of data takes place between the participants. 
For unique assignment, an application-relevant ID is used together with additional access data for the respective participant. 
This can be bank or payment-specific data such as account information, IBAN, or the credit card number. Each party involved 
is responsible for the data processing taking place in its area of responsibility and for the security of the data in accordance 
with the agreed provisions. 

7.4 The responsibility for the provision and processing of the additional services and the processing of data when using said 
services (including the payment and account information processed via these services) does not lie with DeepCloud. 
DeepCloud shall not accept any liability in this regard. Should these GTC conflict with the agreed terms of a third-party pro-
vider, these GTC shall take precedence. DeepCloud reserves the right to restrict, suspend, or (permanently) terminate the 
use of additional services at any time.  

8. Rights of Use, Intellectual Property Rights 
8.1 DeepCloud grants a personal, non-exclusive, non-transferable, non-assignable, simple, spatially, and temporally limited right 

of use to the Software used when using DeepBox and the DeepBox services for the duration of the usage relationship for 
personal use. This means that only the Owner of the DeepBox account and the users of the DeepBox services may use them. 
The scope and the obligation to pay for the right of use are determined by the DeepBox service used in each case. 
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8.2 The Owner is forbidden to make the software used for this purpose accessible to unauthorized third parties in any form, to 
make it available, to rent it out, to make it available to a third party for joint or sole use, to grant sublicenses for it, to transfer 
it, or to use it in any other way without written consent of DeepCloud. Furthermore, they are not entitled to use the software 
deployed for any other use other than that offered by DeepCloud herein. 

8.3 The Owner may not circumvent the limitation of the scope of their rights granted by DeepCloud to the software used by 
integrating their own program components into this software. They are not entitled to expand the number of authorized users 
by programming their own user interface (Interface). If users with an external Interface enter or view data that is processed 
via interfaces, these users are included in the scope of use.  

8.4 DeepCloud has the right to license interfaces and report generators for the purpose of exporting data from the applications to 
third-party systems, which could be processed there. The Owner may use such interfaces to programs, including those of 
other providers, to the software or report generators used by DeepCloud only within the scope of this contractual relationship. 
This shall also apply if interfaces and report generators are used with the primary purpose of visualizing or printing the data 
using an external system so that users of the third-party system can view and use this data. The Owner shall comply with the 
usage options and limits specified by DeepCloud in this respect and is not entitled to circumvent this by technical means of 
evasion. 

8.5 With regard to third-party software used, the licensing provisions of this third party shall apply. 
8.6 The Owner shall immediately inform DeepCloud in writing if third parties assert property rights (e.g., copyrights or patent 

rights) against it that relate to DeepCloud Software when using the applications. They shall not take any legal action without 
DeepCloud's authorisation and shall not of their own accord acknowledge any claims of the third party without DeepCloud's 
consent. DeepCloud will take all necessary defence measures, such as the defence against claims by third parties, at its own 
expense, unless they are based on conduct by the Owner or its users in breach of duty (e.g., in the case of use of the DeepBox 
account and the DeepBox services in breach of contract). 

8.7 All intellectual property rights in the DeepBox account, the DeepBox services (including the software used therefore), content, 
text, images, photos, videos, logos, or other information of DeepCloud, including its websites, belong exclusively to DeepCloud 
or the specifically named rights holders. For any further use of any intellectual property rights, the written consent of the rights 
holders must be obtained in advance. All DeepCloud documentation made accessible to the Customer in the context of the 
contractual relationship are considered its intellectual property. 

8.8 DeepCloud is entitled to display an uploaded company logo of the Owner within the scope of its DeepBox account without 
any claim to remuneration. The Owner is entitled to delete its company logo at any time. 

9. Obligations of the Owner and their authorized users 
9.1 If the Owner wishes to use DeepBox services as part of an Abacus Business Software, they must have a valid maintenance 

or update contract for their licensed Abacus Business Software. DeepCloud enables technical communication only to the 
versions of Abacus Business Software officially supported by Abacus. For older versions of Abacus Business Software, 
DeepCloud is not obliged to maintain technical communication. 

9.2 If special circumstances (e.g., threats) or fundamental technical changes require an update of the Software and if it is impos-
sible or impractical to implement this by changing the Software used by DeepCloud, the Owner is obliged to install an update 
provided by DeepCloud on its Abacus Business Software within the period specified by DeepCloud. Otherwise, DeepCloud 
is not obliged to maintain technical communication. 

9.3 The Owner shall undertake to strictly comply with their obligations under these General Terms and Conditions, and to take 
appropriate measures to ensure that all users authorized by them also comply with the contractual obligations as far as 
relevant. They are responsible for their conduct as well as misconduct arising from the contractual relationship and indemnifies 
DeepCloud against all claims by third parties based on any use of the DeepBox account, the DeepBox services or additional 
services by themselves or their users in breach of the contract or the law and holds DeepCloud harmless. In such a case, 
DeepCloud reserves the right to claim damages or assert other claims. 

9.4 The Owner as well as their users have the following obligations in particular:  
9.5 They shall provide a sufficient connection or bandwidth and fulfil other technical requirements needed to be able to use the 

DeepBox account and DeepBox services within the scope of the selected scope of use. The offer of their network providers 
(TC providers, providers) and the hardware and software required for their use of the applications are their responsibility. 

9.6 They undertake to protect their systems against misuse in accordance with the current state of the art and minimise the risk 
of unauthorised access to the DeepBox account and the DeepBox services by using appropriate security measures (e.g. use 
of an up-to-date anti-virus program, firewall, spam filter).  

9.7 They ensure sufficient access protection. Strong passwords must be used according to the system specifications. Login data 
must always be changed regularly and immediately if there is reason to believe that unauthorised third parties have gained 
knowledge of them. 

9.8 They shall inform immediately about disruptions in use and provide possible support services in order to be able to remedy 
the disruptions. 

9.9 DeepCloud must be informed immediately of any suspected misuse of an application in order to arrange for the DeepBox 
account to be blocked. Notification may be made to support by email or to the contact details provided on the DeepBox.swiss 
website. 

9.10 They will not store or process any data or information in the DeepBox account and through any DeepBox service that is 
contrary to these GTC, applicable law or morality. They shall comply with the relevant legal provisions, in particular those 
concerning data protection and intellectual property rights.  
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9.11 The Owner is responsible for the content of the data posted or generated by it and its users in the DeepBox account and the 
DeepBox services. DeepCloud is not obliged to check the content for legality or lawfulness, but reserves the right to view, 
change, or delete this content at any time without notifying the Owner if there is suspicion of illegal or immoral content. In the 
event of an official or court order, DeepCloud is obliged to hand over or grant access to this content. 

9.12 The Owner decides on his own responsibility which content is processed and stored in the DeepBox account and the DeepBox 
services and whether the data security provided by DeepCloud is sufficient for his content. 

10. Order, compensation, prices, payment conditions, credit report  
10.1 The Owner can use the DeepBox account and any DeepBox service free of charge up to a certain level of use. When an 

existing limit is reached, they will be informed. As soon as they have agreed to an extension, the Owner's obligation to pay 
for the fee-based DeepBox service begins. Depending on the service, the full monthly fee or a pro rata temporis fee will be 
charged for a month already in progress. 

10.2 The following steps are required for a fee-based order of a DeepBox service: the offered fee-based DeepBox services are 
non-binding and are considered an invitation to submit an offer. The Owner can add a DeepBox service to the shopping cart 
without obligation by clicking on the desired service. The contents of the shopping basket can be viewed at any time using 
the "Shopping basket" field function. Within the shopping cart, it is possible to delete DeepBox services that are already in the 
shopping cart. To place a binding order for the DeepBox services in the shopping cart, click on the "Order with costs" button. 
After a binding order, a confirmation email will be sent about the order. The contract for the fee-based DeepBox services 
ordered is concluded upon receipt of this confirmation email. 

10.3 The Owner owes DeepCloud a fee in accordance with DeepCloud's current price quotations in the event of a fee-based use 
of a DeepBox service. The compensation is determined by the extent of use of the DeepBox service by it and its users and, 
where applicable, a subscription fee.  

10.4 For the activation of a paid DeepBox service, the deposit of a valid payment card is required as the only means of payment. 
Special features regarding the method of payment may exist in individual cases.  

10.5 DeepCloud uses the services of an independent payment service provider for secure payment processing. Identification data 
required for a payment is entered into the secure environment of a independent payment service provider i and transmitted 
via the Internet in accordance with standard encryption for financial transactions. The terms and conditions of independent 
payment service provider apply. For payments, the Owner can deposit their payment card data as a standard means of 
payment with independent payment service provider for their DeepBox account so that in future payment transactions, pay-
ment can be made without entering the elements required for the identification process (card-on-file procedure). The Owner 
has the option to terminate this procedure at any time by changing the default means of payment.   

10.6 A debit from the deposited payment card is made on the 1st of each month in advance for the fee-based DeepBox services 
in the case of a fixed fee, after the end of the month in the case of variable usage options, and pro rata temporis for the period 
up to the end of the month in the case of a start within a month. At the same time, the Owner will receive the payment receipt 
for the debit (amount purely net including statutory VAT). The Owner hereby expressly authorises DeepCloud or the company 
responsible for the payment to collect DeepCloud's due claims arising from this contractual relationship via the deposited 
payment card. 

10.7 The scope of use offered by DeepCloud includes normal and only in exceptional cases temporary above-average use of the 
DeepBox account and the DeepBox services. Should extraordinary use be made by the Owner or by his users, this will be 
invoiced additionally after prior information. 

10.8 An invoice will be issued per DeepBox account for fee-based use of DeepBox services and activated subscriptions. Additional 
services from third-party providers will be invoiced directly by them. 

10.9 An invoice is usually issued monthly and directly to the Owner. The compensation shall be payable strictly net plus statutory 
value added tax in Swiss francs. The Owner must raise any objections in writing within 30 days after invoicing. If an objection 
to the invoice is not submitted within this period, it is considered to be accepted. 

10.10 Default occurs by the due date without further reminder. If the Owner defaults on payment, DeepCloud is entitled to restrict 
the use of the DeepBox account and the DeepBox services with immediate effect without setting a grace period, to block 
access and to terminate the contractual relationship. 

10.11 In the event of a restriction or if access is blocked, the Owner is not entitled to use the application, but remains obliged to pay 
the fees by the due date. 

10.12 In the event of default, DeepCloud is entitled to charge default interest on the arrears as well as other costs (such as for 
processing, reminder fees, compulsory enforcement measures). Reminder fees amount to CHF 50 per reminder. 

10.13 In case of default of payment, DeepCloud can – under the obligation of the Owner to bear the costs – at any time commission 
third parties for the collection of the receivables.  

10.14 All outstanding receivables become due upon termination of the contractual relationship. DeepCloud reserves the right to 
assert further damages caused by delay. 

10.15 Upon full payment of outstanding debts, DeepCloud may restore access to the DeepBox account and the DeepBox services. 
10.16 In the case of an obligation to make payment in advance by DeepCloud, in order to safeguard legitimate interests, a credit 

check on the Owner can be obtained from third parties, for example a credit agency, and data on the Owner’s payment history 
can be passed on to these third parties. 

11. Data backup  
11.1 During the contractual relationship, DeepCloud shall back up the content stored in the Apps in accordance with standard 

backup procedures and shall endeavor to avoid data loss as far as possible.  
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11.2 However, in general, the Owner is responsible for the preservation and archiving of its data and documents and acknowledges 
that they are not archived by DeepCloud.  

11.3 At any time, as well as before deletion of the DeepBox account (e.g., after termination of the contractual relationship, notice 
of termination), the Owner has the option to back up their data and documents recorded in the DeepBox account and via the 
DeepBox services by means of a data export in a machine-compatible format.  

11.4 They shall ensure an appropriate data backup of their relevant contents by using the data backup function offered.  
11.5 DeepCloud does not provide a recovery function in case of accidental deletion or loss.  

12. Use of the DeepBox account and the DeepBox services  
12.1 DeepCloud endeavours to achieve the highest possible availability of the DeepBox account and the DeepBox services at all 

times and takes due care to this end. 
12.2 Interruptions or restrictions due to the following events are not included in the target availability: technical necessities, detec-

tion or elimination of security risks, anomalies in access behaviour, sabotage or malfunctions, (planned and unplanned) (emer-
gency) maintenance and downtime, programme corrections, any updates or changes to the functions of software, restrictions 
imposed by other systems, official or court orders, acts or omissions of the Owner or its users, epidemics, pandemics or cases 
of force majeure, problems attributable to server suppliers or hosting partners, defence against attacks by pirates, hackers, 
viruses or other malware events, breaches of data security or to defend against other dangers.  

12.3 In such cases, DeepCloud is entitled to restrict access to the DeepBox account and the DeepBox services, as well as any 
additional services, at any time and, if necessary, without prior notice or for the required period of time and, if applicable, 
additional services at any time and, if necessary, without prior notice or for the required period of time, without giving rise to 
any claims (including price reductions, repayment of payments made, damages) or other rights on the part of the Owner - 
subject to mandatory statutory liability claims. The Owner will be notified of these interruptions or restrictions as quickly as 
possible. 

12.4 DeepCloud is committed to eliminating interruptions and restrictions as quickly as possible and endeavours to keep them as 
short as possible and, if possible, schedule them at appropriate times. 

13. Support 
13.1 If you have any questions about the technical requirements, the functionalities of the DeepBox account and the DeepBox 

services, or in the event of malfunctions in their use, you can contact support. DeepCloud reserves the right to charge support 
fees. Support details can be found at DeepBox.swiss.  

14. Abuse, Breach of Contract, Force Majeure 
14.1 DeepCloud may monitor the use of the DeepBox account and the DeepBox services in order to protect against contractual or 

unlawful use. In the event of suspected breach of existing contractual or legal obligations, storage of illegal or immoral content 
or other misuse by the Owner or its users, DeepCloud is entitled to immediately restrict or block access to the DeepBox 
account and/or the DeepBox services and to delete content. Further rights and claims of DeepCloud are reserved. In such a 
case, the Owner shall not be entitled to any claims (price reduction, repayment of remuneration already paid, damages) 
against DeepCloud. 

14.2 Blocking access alone does not constitute a termination of the contractual relationship. DeepCloud can grant the Owner 
access to the applications again if they have stopped the non-contractual or illegal use. 

14.3 In the event of disruptions, delays or interruptions to the DeepBox account or services due to force majeure (such as land-
slides, earthquakes, severe weather, storms, floods, other natural disasters, terrorism, epidemics, pandemics) or other cir-
cumstances or events, which substantially limit DeepCloud or, as the case may be, third-party providers in their provision of 
services or make their provision of services impossible (such as sabotage, hacker attacks, danger of misuse, conspicuous 
flow of information, war, an embargo, strike, lockouts, fire, explosions, power failure, laws, regulations, decisions or orders of 
governmental authorities, shutdowns, failures of communication networks, of server or infrastructure providers or gateways 
of other operators, even if such failure occurs at DeepCloud's suppliers or subcontractors or their subcontractors, DeepCloud 
shall have the right to block access to the DeepBox account and to restrict DeepBox services, to interrupt as well as to 
postpone the provision of services for the duration of such event or its consequences and to extend such period of time by a 
reasonable period of time for the commencement of the further provision of services. 
  

14.4 DeepCloud is released from its performance obligations for this duration. If such a case continues without interruption for a 
period of more than 30 days, the contractual relationship may be terminated by either party. In no case is the Owner entitled 
to damages or other claims against DeepCloud if such a circumstance is beyond the reasonable control of DeepCloud. 

15. Warranty and liability  
15.1 DeepCloud offers the Owner a faithful and careful execution of the services according to the terms of these General Terms 

and Conditions. A guarantee for the use of the deep box accounts or DeepBox services (including the software used, updates, 
hosting, and so on) is excluded to the extent permitted by law. The applications are provided "as is". 

15.2 Services provided free of charge are provided without any claims for performance or warranty. DeepCloud may at any time 
and without prior notice discontinue, change, or only offer services provided free of charge against payment. This does not 
give rise to any claims by or rights of the Owner.  

15.3 DeepCloud does not grant uninterrupted or trouble-free use of the DeepBox account or the DeepBox services, either generally 
or at any time.  

http://deepbox.swiss/
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15.4 There are no guarantees that the DeepBox account or the DeepBox services will meet the individual needs of the Owner or 
its users, whether communicated to DeepCloud. Statements on the DeepCloud website or other promotional statements by 
DeepCloud do not constitute representations or warranties with respect to the applications. 

15.5 When using provided business data in contact capture, DeepCloud provides this DeepCloud provides this business data "as 
is". DeepCloud does not warrant its completeness, quality, accuracy, timeliness, continued availability, or freedom from third 
party rights, nor does it warrant that this business data will be available for every country requested by the Owner. No intel-
lectual property rights are transferred to the business data provided.  The Owner itself shall ensure that the business data is 
used in a legally compliant manner when used for its purposes and is and is solely responsible for compliance with all appli-
cable laws in connection with this data solely responsible. Any misuse, e.g., to build up a comprehensive address database, 
as well as any unlawful use of this data is prohibited. 
 
 In such a case, DeepCloud reserves the right to terminate the contractual relationship, to demand the deletion of this data 
and to claim damages. DeepCloud excludes any warranty and liability with regard to the business data provided - to the extent 
permitted by law. 

15.6 Notwithstanding the foregoing, DeepCloud shall be liable without limitation in cases of intent and gross negligence.  
15.7 The liability of DeepCloud for slight negligence as well as for its assistants is excluded as far as legally permissible. 
15.8 Otherwise, their liability in the event of any direct damage, loss, or other costs is limited to a maximum of the half-yearly annual 

compensation amount of the Owner (prior to the occurrence of damage).  
15.9 The liability of DeepCloud for indirect damages, for example indirect consequential damages such as downtime costs, addi-

tional costs, loss of income or reputation, damage to reputation, other indirect losses such as the loss of documents or data 
in whole or in part, damage due to blocking, faults, or interruptions of availability, receivables or consequential costs for 
expenses, or loss of profit is - excluded as far as legally permissible.  

15.10 Claims of any kind must be asserted by the Owner within six (6) months after the occurrence of damage. 
15.11 As far as legally permissible, these exclusions and limitations of liability shall apply to contractual as well as non-contractual 

claims of the Owner. 
15.12 A strict liability of DeepCloud shall be excluded. Abacus shall not be liable for faults for which it is not responsible, in particular 

for security flaws and operational failures of third parties with whom it cooperates or on whom it is dependent. DeepCloud 
shall not assume any warranty, guarantee, or liability for hardware, products, or additional services of third parties, which are 
integrated when using the applications. DeepCloud is not party to the legal relationship that exists between the Owner and 
these third parties.  

15.13 The Owner is specifically liable and indemnifies DeepCloud against any claims (including claims, damages, loss of profits, 
legal defence costs, etc.) in connection with the use of the DeepBox account as well as the DeepBox services based on the 
fact that the Owner or its users violate applicable laws and regulations, morality, these GTC, third party rights, including their 
intellectual property or data protection rights, or an unauthorised third party uses the DeepBox account or the DeepBox ser-
vices using the access data. 
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16. Data Protection and Confidentiality 
16.1 The parties shall undertake to comply with the provisions of the relevant data protection laws, in particular to keep confidential, 

protect, and use any personal data that may become known during the performance of the contractual services exclusively 
for the purpose for which they were disclosed. 

16.2 To the extent that DeepCloud stores (e.g., in the context of hosting) or has access to (e.g., in the context of support) personal 
data of the Owner when using the applications, DeepCloud is a processor for the Owner in the sense of data protection 
provisions and the Owner is the controller. By accepting these General Terms and Conditions, the Owner also accepts the 
provisions of the Data Processing Agreement (DPA) in its current version. The Owner shall indemnify DeepCloud against any 
claims of third parties (including affected persons) in the event of infringements of the law, unless DeepCloud is responsible 
for such infringements within the scope of its liability limits. 

16.3 DeepCloud may at any time engage third parties at any time for the proper performance of its obligations. This processor is 
carefully selected and commissioned by DeepCloud. They only receive data to the extent necessary for the performance of 
the specifically agreed upon order processing. Processing can take place in Switzerland or in an EU or EEA Member State, 
whereby an adequate level of data protection is guaranteed. For data processed outside these countries, DeepCloud provides 
appropriate safeguards such as the completion of standard data protection clauses or consent is obtained for data to be 
transferred abroad. DeepCloud will provide information about its processors on request.  

16.4 With some DeepBox services, information can be exchanged between systems of a third-party provider or content can be 
synchronised with them. In doing so, the parties involved are expressly permitted the necessary accesses, the exchange 
between the respective systems as well as the processing of the contents. Personal data as well as transaction data may be 
transmitted and processed for the purpose of using the DeepBox account or the DeepBox services. The Owner hereby ex-
pressly agrees to this. 

16.5 How DeepCloud itself, as data controller, processes data is described in its Privacy Policy on its website. The currently pub-
lished version shall apply.  

16.6 Information marked as confidential by DeepCloud or information that can be recognized as confidential from the circumstances 
is to be considered a business and trade secret of DeepCloud and to be kept confidential. The Owner will not use such 
information for their own purposes, transmit it to unauthorized third parties in whole or in part, transfer it, or otherwise make it 
available.  

17. Data security 
17.1 The DeepBox accounts, the DeepBox services and any additional services are used via the Internet and thus accessible to 

everyone via an accessible network. State-of-the-art encryption mechanisms are used for data transmission. However, it 
cannot be completely ruled out that transmitted data may nevertheless be viewed by unauthorized persons. Certain technical 
features of the connection setup (such as IP addresses) are not encrypted. With knowledge of this data, localisation and thus 
a conclusion about an existing relationship to the Owner or user is possible. The Owner further acknowledges that data may 
be transmitted across borders without checks, even if the sender and recipient of the data are located in Switzerland. 

17.2 DeepCloud shall use appropriate technical and organizational measures, which are especially appropriate to the state of the 
art, the type, and extent of the data processing when using the applications as well as possible risks involved with their use. 
This includes the use of security measures such as firewalls or antivirus programs to protect the Owner’s data. All communi-
cation that takes place through DeepCloud or by means of software used by DeepCloud is, wherever possible, only carried 
out through protected communication channels. DeepCloud may carry out checks at regular intervals with regard to possible 
threats to data security.  

18. Customer satisfaction, Promotional measures  
18.1 DeepCloud is interested in the satisfaction of its customers. For this reason, DeepCloud can inquire by e-mail whether the 

applications can be used satisfactorily or provide the customers with information concerning the applications, such as infor-
mation about maintenance, new features, or possible uses. You can opt out of receiving these e-mails at any time by contact-
ing sending a message to DeepCloud. 

18.2 DeepCloud is entitled to send the Owner, even without the Owner's consent, information on its own similar contractual prod-
ucts or the additional services used via the DeepBox account by e-mail or post or to contact the Owner by telephone. 
DeepCloud has a legitimate interest to contact the Owner for advertising purposes. There is a right to object to the sending of 
such e-mails or telephone inquiries at any time. The Customer can unsubscribe by using the unsubscribe link in the e-mail or 
they can directly object to the subscription at DeepCloud.  

18.3 If consent to receive an individual newsletter was given by clicking on the checkbox when registering for a DeepBox account 
or a DeepBox service, then registration for this takes place by means of a double opt-in procedure. This means that after they 
have entered their e-mail address, the Owner or user first receives a confirmation e-mail with a link. The Owner or user will 
only be signed up to receive personalized newsletters after they have confirmed their e-mail address. DeepCloud or the 
senders named when registering for the newsletter may send these newsletters, for which purpose the confirmation of the 
newsletter registration, the e-mail address and the name are passed on to these senders in the latter case.  

18.4 An individual newsletter is based on the specific interests of the recipient, which is possible through an evaluation of the click 
behaviour after registration for the newsletter and is linked to the recipient's other data, which is why the individualisation of 
the newsletter is possible and continuously improved. Further information on data processing can be found in the Privacy 
Policy of DeepCloud. 

18.5 DeepCloud may transfer contact details of the Owner to partner companies of DeepCloud, companies of the Abacus Group 
(listed under www.abacus.ch) in Switzerland or Germany, to Swiss21.org AG and to partner companies of the Swiss21.org 
portal (listed at https://swiss21.org/partner/). Promotional measures are taken within the framework of legal requirements. 

https://www.deepcloud.swiss/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/ADV_20210826_DeepCloudAG_EN.pdf
http://www.abacus.ch/
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18.6 The Owner can revoke a given consent at any time by using the contact information in the imprint of the website or by clicking 
the unsubscribe link in a newsletter. DeepCloud will then remove them from the promotional measure (such as from the 
newsletter mailing list). The data of the Owner may still be subject to further processing as far as the use of this data is still 
possible or permitted by law. 

19. Duration and termination  
19.1 This Agreement shall become effective upon acceptance of these GTC by the Owner upon registration for a DeepBox account 

or activation of a DeepBox service. The contractual relationship with DeepCloud shall be concluded for an indefinite period of 
time.  

19.2 The Owner may terminate the use of the DeepBox account and all DeepBox services activated therein at any time by closing 
its DeepBox account. The system issues a warning with a note. If the Owner then confirms by clicking the “Delete Account” 
button again, the DeepBox account and data contained therein will be permanently deleted in its entirety. There is no way to 
recover the content. Individual DeepBox services can be terminated at any time by deactivating them. 

19.1 DeepCloud may terminate the contractual relationship with a notice period of 3 months to the end of the month. 
19.2 The termination of the contractual relationship does not give the Owner the right to a refund of any compensation already 

paid. Even in the event of termination during a current month, the whole month is still owed as compensation. All receivables 
due have to be paid. 

19.3 Both parties reserve the right to terminate the contract without notice for good cause. Good cause is deemed to include, in 
particular, reasonable suspicion of misuse of the use of the DeepBox account or a DeepBox service, any breach of the existing 
contractual provisions by the Owner or its users, as well as insolvency, bankruptcy or petition for composition of the other 
party. 

19.4 At the time of termination of the contractual relationship, DeepCloud will block access to the DeepBox account, terminate use 
of the DeepBox services and cease technical communication with third party applications such as the Owner's Abacus Busi-
ness Software. DeepBox services that are deactivated individually shall be blocked immediately. This means in particular that 
all pending business cases or services as well as any associated status messages are no longer transported, executed or 
available. 

19.5 The Owner is solely responsible for planning the termination of use of the DeepBox account or DeepBox service. The Owner 
shall back up its data files on its own responsibility in good time before termination and delete corresponding data or hereby 
authorises DeepCloud to delete the data upon termination of the contractual relationship.  Access to the Owner's data files is 
excluded after termination of the contractual relationship, as these are deleted at the latest when the backup periods expire. 
Data that Abacus is legally or contractually obliged to store for a limited period of time, and data that is still needed for the 
settlement or collection of the services provided, shall be excluded from the deletion. 

20. Other Provisions 
20.1 DeepCloud is entitled to change these GTC, the scope of use of the applications as well as their prices at any time and will 

give notice of any changes at least one month in advance in writing or by other means (e.g., within the DeepBox account or 
by e-mail to the e-mail address provided by the Owner). They shall be deemed approved if the Owner does not terminate the 
contractual relationship within 30 days of notification of the changes. In the event of a change, the Owner has no claims 
against DeepCloud. Price adjustments shall take place at the beginning of each calendar month. 

20.2 The Owner may not transfer any rights from this contractual relationship to third parties. DeepCloud is entitled to transfer all 
rights and obligations from this contractual relationship to third parties. The Owner hereby agrees to a possible assignment 
or transfer of these rights and obligations. 

20.3 Any general terms and conditions of business or license of the Owner are excluded. 
20.4 Should individual provisions of this GTC prove to be ineffective or void, this shall not result in the ineffectiveness or invalidity 

of the remaining provisions, but these shall be replaced by such provisions which come closest to their economic purpose. 
The same shall apply in the event of a gap in the Agreement. 

20.5 Swiss law shall apply, excluding private international law and the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International 
Sale of Goods. The exclusive place of jurisdiction for all disputes arising from this user relationship is The City of St. Gallen, 
Switzerland. 

20.6 These General Terms and Conditions are available in different languages. In the event of deviations or contradictions, the 
German version shall take precedence. 
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	15. Warranty and liability
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	15.13 The Owner is specifically liable and indemnifies DeepCloud against any claims (including claims, damages, loss of profits, legal defence costs, etc.) in connection with the use of the DeepBox account as well as the DeepBox services based on the ...

	16. Data Protection and Confidentiality
	16.1 The parties shall undertake to comply with the provisions of the relevant data protection laws, in particular to keep confidential, protect, and use any personal data that may become known during the performance of the contractual services exclus...
	16.2 To the extent that DeepCloud stores (e.g., in the context of hosting) or has access to (e.g., in the context of support) personal data of the Owner when using the applications, DeepCloud is a processor for the Owner in the sense of data protectio...
	16.3 DeepCloud may at any time engage third parties at any time for the proper performance of its obligations. This processor is carefully selected and commissioned by DeepCloud. They only receive data to the extent necessary for the performance of th...
	16.4 With some DeepBox services, information can be exchanged between systems of a third-party provider or content can be synchronised with them. In doing so, the parties involved are expressly permitted the necessary accesses, the exchange between th...
	16.5 How DeepCloud itself, as data controller, processes data is described in its Privacy Policy on its website. The currently published version shall apply.
	16.6 Information marked as confidential by DeepCloud or information that can be recognized as confidential from the circumstances is to be considered a business and trade secret of DeepCloud and to be kept confidential. The Owner will not use such inf...

	17. Data security
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